Change of Major/Minor Form

HATTIESBURG—LETTERS
Change your major, add or drop a double major, add or drop a minor, or change your catalog/bulletin year.

1. Name ___________________________ Student ID ____________ USM GPA ____________
   Email ___________________________ Phone ____________ Date ____________

2. [ ] Change my major from: ___________________________ to (please check box below) *Chair signature required
   [ ] Change my minor from: ___________________________ to: ___________________________
   *Chair signature required
   [ ] Add a second major (please check box below)
   [ ] Drop my second major: ___________________________
   [ ] Add a minor: ___________________________
   [ ] Drop a minor: ___________________________
   [ ] Change my catalog year from: ___________________________ to: ___________________________ *Chair signature required
   Note: Changing catalog year should be done in consultation with an advisor; you must have been attending college during the year you want to change to.

ANTHROPOLOGY & SOCIOLOGY  Bldg: LAB 428
   [ ] Anthropology BA (ANTHROBA)
   [ ] Sociology BA (SOCIOBA)
   [ ] Sociology BS (SOCIOBS)

COMMUNICATION STUDIES  Bldg: LAB 467
   [ ] Communication Studies BA (SPCHCOMBA)
   [ ] Communication Studies BS (SPCHCOMBS)

ENGLISH  Bldg: LAB 347
   [ ] English BA (ENGISH-BA)
   [ ] English licensure BA (ENGISHLBA)

FOREIGN LANGUAGES & LIT  Bldg: LAB 305
   [ ] Foreign Languages BA - French (FRENBA)
   [ ] Foreign Languages licensure BA (FLIBA)
   [ ] Foreign Languages BA - Spanish (FINESSBA)
   [ ] Foreign Languages BA - Two Long (FL2BA)

HISTORY  Bldg: LAB 456
   [ ] History BA (HISTORYBA)
   [ ] History Social Studies licensure (HISTSSSLBA)
   [ ] International Studies BA (INTNLSTDBA)

INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES  Bldg: SH 216
   [ ] Bachelor of Liberal Studies (BSLIBS)
   Interdisciplinary Studies: see department for form (BSLIBS)
   Undeclared (Exploratory): see department for form

MASS COMM & JOUR  Bldg: CH 106
   [ ] Advertising BA (ADVERTBA)
   [ ] Entertainment Industry - Film (E1001BA)
   Film is offered on USM's Gulf Park campus only
   [ ] EL - Media Production (E1002BA)
   [ ] EL - Recording Industry Management (EMGCHBS)
   [ ] EL - Recording Industry Production BS (EPDCHBS)
   [ ] Journalism - Broadcast Journalism BA (JOURBA)
   [ ] Journalism - News Editorial BA (JOURWEDBA)
   [ ] Journalism - Photojournalism BA (JOURPBA)
   [ ] Journalism - Public Relations BA (JOURPRBA)

PHILOSOPHY & RELIGION  Bldg: LAB 304
   [ ] Philosophy BA (PHILBA)
   [ ] Philosophy (PRE-LAV) BA (PHILPBA)
   [ ] Religion BA (RELBA)

POLITICAL SCIENCE  Bldg: LAB 411
   [ ] Political Science BA (POLSCIOBA)
   [ ] Political Science (PRE-LAV) BA (PSLIBA)
   [ ] Political Science BS (POLSCOBS)
   [ ] Paralegal Studies BA (PLGSTBA)
   [ ] Paralegal Studies (Prelaw) BA (PLGSTPLBA)
   [ ] American Studies BA (AMERSTBA)
   [ ] Economics - Mathematics BA (ECONLAMTBA)
   [ ] Economics - Social Science BA (ECONASSBA)

3. Student Signature ___________________________ Date ____________
   Chair Signature ___________________________ Date ____________
   You must get a signature from the Chair of your new department when changing majors or adding a second major, and for changing your catalog year. No signature required for adding or dropping minors or dropping second majors.

4. Return signed form to Student Services (LAB 213) or Arts & Letters Dean's Office, #5004.
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Advisor updated ___________________________ Date Change Effect ____________
Substitutions Verified ___________________________ by ___________________________